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To all members and friends of the New Orleans Geologic Society,
I hope that you have been safe and well during this challenging combination of global pandemic,
collapsed oil prices, and threatening recession! When my predecessor, Robert Rooney, wrote his first
NOGS President letter one year ago, He reported that oil had closed that day at $51.28 WTI, $60.35 for
Louisiana Light, and natural gas was at $2.38. As I write my first President's letter, WTI is at $29.65,
Louisiana Light at $37.34, and natural gas is at $1.74 indicating that we have long road of recovery in front
of us.
First, as your incoming President, I want to thank the outgoing Advisory Board for the excellent job they
have done during these exceedingly challenging times. Robert Rooney served as President, and also
provided our first ZOOM technical talk during the pandemic. Toby Roesler officially served as Vice
President, but also took on the challenging task of trying to plan and schedule a social events program
while everything was restricted during the early days of the Covid-19 pandemic. Sheri Richardson has
served as our Board Secretary, and David Culpepper kept our books up to date as Treasurer. Paul Post
began the year as Editor of the NOGS LOG, and Charlie Miller never missed a beat when he took over to
finish the year. I also want to recognize the outstanding work done by our three Directors: David
Reiter, Charles Holman, and Allan Melillo. This team was assisted by many others who faithfully served in
special roles including Awards (Mike Fein), History and Publication Sales (Ed Picou), School Outreach
(Tom Bergeon), AAPG (William Whiting), and Nominations (Jennifer Connolly). I apologize to the many
others that I've not mentioned by name who helped in the background to keep our society together
during the past year. And, finally I want to give special thanks to our Administrator Christy Himel who
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Next year joining me on the Board will be President Elect Douglas Bradford who will work on rebuilding
the social programs we lost to the pandemic's social distancing practices. Hillary Sletten joins the Board
as Vice President with the responsibility for our program and monthly speakers. Michael Hopkins is
already at work with David Culpepper to learn and take over the duties of Treasurer, and Rachel Carter
becomes
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With that, I will close by thanking each member of NOGS for renewing your membership and remaining
committed to the various programs and functions that NOGS exists for. In my next President's letter, I
plan to review those key programs and services for you. Stay safe NOGS!
Regards,
John Dribus

